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Abstract: In this paper we have addressed the problem of prolonging life time of a sensor network and securing it with the use of clustering algorithm and intrusion detection system. Prior works suggests that clustering plays dominant role in the death of first node and aggregation plays important role in the death of the last node. We have explore this nature of routing algorithm in present work. In present scenario wireless sensor network have becoming a popular media of monitoring and data gathering. Wireless sensor networks have limited amount of power in it, so it is important that it must be utilized effectively and efficiently. Studies have shown that heterogeneity of sensor node also helps to improve life time of a network. This paper focuses on the improvement in energy utilization with the help of clustering algorithm and results are deduced from them.
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1. Introduction

Wireless sensor networks are becoming popular because of their vast capability to survive in adverse conditions. Wireless sensor network is composed of small wireless sensor nodes. They are deployed in a large numbers (few hundreds to thousands) to monitor an area for various purposes. Wireless sensor networks are: a large number of small sensing self-powered nodes which gather information or detect special events and communicate in a wireless fashion, with the end goal of handing their processed data to a base station. Sensing, processing and communication are three key elements whose combination in one tiny device gives rise to a vast number of applications. Sensor networks provide endless opportunities, but at the same time pose formidable challenges, such as the fact that energy is a scarce and usually non-renewable resource [1].

Routing is the process of moving a packet of data from source to destination. Routing helps to deliver a packet from source to destination. It can play an important role in wireless sensor network, because if we use efficient routing technique to pass on the data it can significantly cut out the power usage which would result in the expansion of lifetime of a network. In the context of computer science, security is the prevention of, or protection against, 1) access to information by unauthorized recipients, and 2) intentional but unauthorized destruction or alteration of that information. The rest of the paper is organized as, in section 2 we have described related work along with our approach. Section 3 gives the information about implementation of the system. In Section 4 we have discussed the results and in section 5 we have concluded our work with future outline.

2. Related Work

In this work we have focused on network layer of the wsn, so everything would be reference on the basis of that. We will be discussing about topology, routing technique & security. As we all know topology always plays an important role when building a network. Topology-control algorithms have been proposed to maintain network connectivity while reducing energy consumption and improving network capacity. The research in topology construction and connectivity has been approached independently along two paths. In one path, researchers aim to determine critical conditions on network parameters to ensure network (k-
Routing plays an important role in a network for delivering the packets from source to destination via the best path available. There are numerous routing techniques available for WSNs. Our focus is on the hierarchical routing technique of network structure-based routing. In hierarchical approach there would be two types of nodes: the first is cluster head and the other is sensor node. SN’s would be responsible for data collection, and forwarding. CH’s would be responsible for sending the sensed data to the sink node or base station. In this simulation, we have used two algorithms: Hybrid Energy Efficient Distributed algorithm & Data routing in network aggregation algorithm.

Security is always been an area of concern when designing any system. In computer science, security is prevention of access of data by unauthorized person and manipulation of data by unauthorized person. In WSN’s we can deploy traditional security schemes because of its size and power limitation. WSN’s also require security because of what kind of area they are monitoring, it is possible they might be collecting sensitive information. In our work, we have focused on attacks of network layer and detection of those attacks as well as prevention form them. We have devised voting based intrusion detection system which will identify and provide alternative paths from packet drop attack as well as bad mouthing attack. This was the detection mechanism in place for prevention of attack purpose. We have localized encryption and authentication protocol which would safeguard from Sybil and Wormhole attack.

3. Proposed System

In the proposed approach, there are two main aims: 1) Increase the lifetime of a network, for which existing and proposed both systems are adopting clustering approach as we have discussed the benefit of this previously. To fulfill our first aim, we are going to replace Hybrid Energy Efficient Distributed algorithm with Data Routing In Network Aggregation algorithm. 2) Increase the security of the system. For security we have used Low Encryption and Authentication Protocol with slight modification.

For implementation of above objective we have used java language, along with jfreechart for graph generation and GUI has been developed with java swing controls. Which fulfills above mentioned aims. Flow of simulation has been mentioned below:

![Figure 3: Simulation Environment](image)

In our system, we can incorporate a maximum of 3000 nodes. They are stored in M x M matrix form. For example, if a user enters the node # as 10. Then execution is going to take place in the following manner: generate_topology is going to generate 11 x 11 node area. Then routing table will be generated, then cluster_formation is going to take place, then remove duplicate clusters would be removed, then randomly generate_event is going to execute and generate events, then events are going to be reported to the sink node with the different routes. This process is going to repeat itself for 10 times so that graph plotting can be done (i.e. 12 x 12, 13 x 13 so on). In the coming section we will discuss and show the results obtained by the numbers of nodes 10 i.e. 11 x 11.

4. Results

In this simulation, four graphs have been generated which produces the difference between existing system and proposed system. Comparison has been done on the basis of energy depleted, number of nodes monitored by sink node, number of data aggregation points & security improvement.

![Figure 4.1: Comparison on the basis of Energy Depletion](image)

The graph indicates that the proposed system consumes significantly less energy as compared to the existing system because in the existing system only the clustering approach was adopted but proposed system also incorporates the benefits of the aggregation also.
In the graph we have number of nodes in x-axis and number of routes in y-axis. As observed from the graph that the number of routes have been significantly reduced in proposed system because it aggregates the data into the existing route. Which would result in the saving energy of the other route node hence the life time of the network is going to increase.

In future experimental setup can be conducted for any specific application. exploration of other phenomena like trust & reputation in the system can be done. As in the present scenario everything is moving towards cloud, so it is potentially possible to move these data or information of wsn over cloud for further decision making.

5. Conclusion

Wireless sensor network are the future generation networks. It’s relatively less explored area because of cost, lack of protocols etc. But in upcoming time with the boom of Internet of Things (IOT) it’s going to be very powerful network. So it’s important to identify potential area where wsn can be deployed for benefit of human being. Our results shows that if we incorporate clustering & aggregation it can improve the life time of network. We also observed that as we tried to increase security in the system its energy consumption is going to increase, hence decreasing the life time of network.
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